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DICLAIMER
This document is a technical whitepaper setting out the current and future developments of the FIT
Token and Fit Ecosystem by Fit Pty Ltd (FIT TOKEN). This paper is for information purposes only and is
not a statement of future intent. Unless expressly specified otherwise, the products and innovations
set out in this paper are currently under development and are not currently in deployment. FIT Token
makes no warranties or representations as to the successful development or implementation of such
technologies and innovations, or achievement of any other activities noted in the paper, and disclaims
any warranties implied by law or otherwise, to the extent permitted by law. No person is entitled to
rely on the contents of this paper or any inferences drawn from it, including in relation to any
interactions with FIT or the technologies mentioned in this paper. FIT Token disclaims all liability for any
loss or damage of whatsoever kind (whether foreseeable or not) which may arise from any person
acting on any information and opinions relating to FIT Token contained in this paper or any information
which is made available in connection with any further enquiries, notwithstanding any negligence,
default or lack of care. The information contained in this publication is derived from data obtained from
sources believed by FIT TOKEN to be reliable and is given in good faith, but no warranties or guarantees,
representations are made by FIT TOKEN with regard to the accuracy, completeness or suitability of the
information presented. It should not be relied upon, and shall not confer rights or remedies upon, you
or any of your employees, creditors, holders of securities or other equity holders or any other person.
Any opinions expressed reflect the current judgment of the authors of this paper and do not necessarily
represent the opinion of FIT TOKEN. The opinions reflected herein may change without notice and the
opinions do not necessarily correspond to the opinions of FIT TOKEN. FIT TOKEN does not have an
obligation to amend, modify or update this paper or to otherwise notify a reader or recipient thereof
in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth
herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate. FIT TOKEN, its directors, employees, contractors
and representatives do not have any responsibility or liability to any person or recipient (whether by
reason of negligence, negligent misstatement or otherwise) arising from any statement, opinion or
information, expressed or implied, arising out of, contained in or derived from or omission from this
paper. Neither FIT TOKEN nor its advisors have independently verified any of the information, including
the forecasts, prospects and projections contained in this paper. Each recipient is to rely solely on its
own knowledge, investigation, judgment and assessment of the matters which are the subject of this
report and any information which is made available in connection with any further enquiries and to
satisfy itself as to the accuracy and completeness of such matters. Whilst every effort is made to ensure
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that statements of facts made in this paper are accurate, all estimates, projections, forecasts, prospects,
expressions of opinion and other subjective judgments contained in this paper are based on
assumptions considered to be reasonable as of the date of the document in which they are contained
and must not be construed as a representation that the matters referred to therein will occur. Any
plans, projections or forecasts mentioned in this paper may not be achieved due to multiple risk factors
including without limitation defects in technology developments, legal or regulatory exposure, market
volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, or the unavailability of complete and accurate
information. FIT TOKEN may provide hyperlinks to websites of entities mentioned in this paper,
however the inclusion of a link does not imply that FIT TOKEN endorses, recommends or approves any
material on the linked page or accessible from it. Such linked websites are accessed entirely at your
own risk. FIT TOKEN does not accept responsibility whatsoever for any such material, nor for
consequences of its use. This paper is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any
person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any state, country or other jurisdiction
where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation. This
paper is only available on www.fittoken.io and may not be redistributed, reproduced or passed on to
any other person or published, in part or in whole, for any purpose, without the prior, written consent
of FIT TOKEN. The manner of distributing this paper may be restricted by law or regulation in certain
countries. Persons into whose possession this paper may come are required to inform themselves
about and to observe such restrictions. By accessing this paper, a recipient here of agrees to be bound
by the foregoing limitations.

FIT TOKEN Pty Ltd Copyright © 2017
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Abstract
The sport industry is an extremely diverse industry, including segments such as professional sport,
intercollegiate athletics, health and fitness, recreational sport and facility management. The industry
is currently experiencing rapid growth and development, and as it grows, sport managers in the
different segments encounter ethical issues which are often unique to each segment. FIT examines
the professional sport, intercollegiate athletics, health and fitness, recreational sport and facility
management segments of the sport industry and discusses the various ethical issues facing managers
in each of these segments.

Introduction
The continuous growth of Fitness and Fitness & Sport Centres for the everyday person and
professional sportsmen has changed over the past decades. More and more professional sportsman
and nonprofessional sport man are changing with technology, and though the Fitness & Sport Centre
industry is not always moving with the trends of Digital Technology. These Fitness & Sport Centres do
get left behind.
FIT envisions a decentralized Blockchain-based data repository controlled by the members to ensure
optimal security, portability and personal benefits. The Blockchain is a perfectly suited transparent
system upon which customers can use FIT Tokens to pay for memberships.
FIT will be a decentralized and revolutionary App for the Fitness & Sport Centres enthusiast out there.
FIT will be building a next generation of the Fitness & Sport Centre platform based on blockchain
technology. We strongly believe that the blockchain technology has a huge potential to help
accelerate the Fitness and Sport Industry. Thus, being the reason to use the token crowdsale
mechanism to pre-sell our product and finance development as opposed to traditional venture
capital.

Background
Fitness culture
Fitness culture is a sociocultural phenomenon which refers to the culture surrounding physical
exercises. It is usually associated with gym culture, as doing physical exercises in locations such as
gymnasiums, wellness centres and health clubs is a popular activity. An international survey found
that more than 27% of world total adult population attends fitness centres, and that 61% of regular
exercisers are currently doing "gym-type" activities.
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What is the Sports and Entertainment industry worth?
Global sports market - total revenue from 2005
to 2017 (in billion U.S. dollars)
The statistic depicts the revenue generated in
the global sports market from 2005 to 2017. By
2017, the global sports market was expected to
generate revenue of around 91 billion U.S.
dollars. In that same year, revenue from the
sports merchandising market in North America
was expected to reach 14.2 billion U.S. dollars

Challenges Faced by Fitness & Sport Centres.
One of the less-known aspects of sports management is the health and fitness industry. Health clubs
and fitness centres have a unique set of ethical issues that they face. Many health clubs have highpressured sales, which is a term that describes the quota their employees must meet monthly to keep
their jobs. The problem in many of these clubs is that if each employee met his quota, there would be
too many members to provide services to. Another ploy that many of these places use is getting
members to sign up for lifetime memberships or forcing them to sign long contracts even though the
person may quit after only a few months.
As the sport industry has grown, there has been a shift in focus toward a more profit-oriented
approach to doing business. With that shift, as with any developing industry, comes a number of
growing pains accompanied by many new and varied ethical considerations for managers in the
industry. FIT will focus on selected ethical issues facing sport centres across these sport industry
segments.
•

Facilities
o

Sport Institutions are faced with the situation that they do not own the building that
they facilitate. Almost 60% of Fitness and Sport Institutions are renting from landlords
with high cost per square meter.

•

Equipment
o

Equipment are old and outdated, and becoming expensive to replace or to maintain.
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•

Management
o

There are Fitness & Sport Centre that do not have a proper management system to
assist them in everyday tasks and book keeping that are affordable. Yes, currently
there are Gymnasium Management software in the market but they are too
expensive, and most of the times does not suite the correct requirement to manage a
Fitness & Sport Centre with every day to day tasks.

o

A proper day to day management system is required especially for Fitness and Sport
Centre that do have 300 to 1000+ members. This would be from new registrations to
invoicing and access monitoring to the gymnasium.

o

Most Fitness & Sport Centre Management Software are very complicated to run and
maintain.

•

Sustainability
o

A key factor for every and any Fitness &Sport Centre is to have good sustainability in
their community and client base that they provide a service to. Fitness & Sport
Centres currently need to keep up with trends and changes in the Health and Fitness
industry.
When running a Fitness & Sport Centre, you need to be able adjust according to the
needs of your members. Fitness & Sport Centres cannot just be a place of training,
and from a management point of view you they need to think of innovative concepts
to let your members come back every day or at least on regularly basis.

o

Often Fitness & Sport Centre provide a 1 to 3-year contract with low monthly rates
that are only subjected to that specific gymnasium, not allowing the member to
cancel the membership at that specific gymnasium. This is a huge downfall for the
industry as most members of the public is not interested in such a long-term
agreement. Potential clients to become members of a certain gymnasium are often
tricked into these contract with low monthly membership fees. Members are often
left misled as most gymnasiums know that at least 70% of new members signing up
will not attend the gymnasium after 3 months.
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•

Rewarding
o

Fitness & Sport Centres should be a place of rewarding not only just to achieve a
certain milestone, but to be rewarded for your participation in the sport industry and
being a member at the Fitness & Sport Centre.

o

And should have a rewarding system in place to make members feel that they belong
there and not just by being a member.

Introduction to FIT Token
Now that all the challenges and statistics are presented, the question arises: What is (1) FIT Token and
how will it (2) contribute the Blockchain and Crypto Currency community.

1. What is FIT Token.
FIT is the first decentralized Fitness and Sport platform, built on top of the Ethereum network. FIT
Token is developed to disrupt the Fitness & Sport Industry by developing Smart and Innovative
Concepts to suit the everyday person in the Blockchain.

Fit Token is a decentralized opportunity for blockchain community members to buy memberships and
to make bookings at Fitness & Sport Entertainment Centre from the comfort of their own mobile app
or web based platform.
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The FIT Token App will be a key tool to every Fitness & Sport Centre to run their daily task. Fit token
will be a state of the art user-friendly Application for Fitness & Sport Centres Management System
that will be making use of the Blockchain network.
We strongly believe that the blockchain technology has a huge potential to help accelerate the Online
Membership Subscription to Sport and Entertainment Centres.

2. How will FIT contribute the Blockchain and Crypto Currency community.
FIT will take all challenges faced by most Fitness & Sport Centres and combining them in one solution.
FIT will take all challenges and create a (1) Facility’s with sufficient 2) Equipment and a proper userfriendly 3) Management application that is 4) Sustainable and 5) Rewarding for both the Blockchain
community and Fitness & Sport Centre.
•

Facility’s - FIT is seeking to setup 20 - 30 FIT Centres across the globe in the next 2 years
and will seek out applications from members in the blockchain community.

•

Equipment – Each FIT Centre will be furnished with the correct equipment that is state
of the art equipment.

•

Management System – The FIT App will be used and adopted in every FIT Centre.
Members of the public and the Blockchain community will be able to register, book
sessions or purchase memberships from FIT Centres. Token Holders will be able to use
the platform to exchange their FIT Tokens. The FIT App will also be Rolled out to other
Fitness & Sport Centres who have adopted the concept to decentralize and tokenise the
Fitness and Sport Industry.

•

Sustainability –FIT create a sustainable and reliable industry by using the Blockchain.

•

Rewarding – The Blockchain community will have the opportunity to receive rewards in
FIT tokens. The more they visit the FIT Centre the more tokens they can collect to be used
at any FIT token centre or other Centre who uses the FIT App.

Introduction to Perfect FIT Centre
A perfect FIT Centre would compose of the following attributes.
•

Gym: This is a safe facility to train all the muscles using equipment provided by the sports
centre and accommodates all training. With the best equipment you can get. Full range of
workout classes, from classics like Yoga and Zumba to LES MILLS™ HIIT sessions like GRIT
CARDIO™ and GRIT STRENGTH™
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•

Sports Halls: - perfect for a range of sports, or
for an event of your choice

•

Multi-activity Rooms: These rooms can be
used for anything from martial arts to a formal
business meeting, or why not combine the
two!

• Trampoline park: It is well known for the
excitement under young children and young
adults. A trampoline offers fun physical fitness
for kids, a chance to move their body and
exercise without them even realising!

• Cross fit: This is a fitness regimen that promotes physical fitness as well as healthy lifestyles.
Workouts exists out of weightlifting, plyometric, powerlifting, gymnastics and other
exercise’s.

•

Parkour: This activity is a training discipline using movements that developed from
military obstacle course training. Parkour includes running, climbing, jumping, rolling,
swinging and many other movements. This activity allows the human mind to
Annalise the surrounding and to discover a new way to explore the surroundings.

•

Outdoor gym: This is the perfect training facility for self-conscious participants. This
provides participants with the necessary equipment to train and become fit.

•

International Action sports: This is the combination of various sport types with a
smaller than usual group of sportsmen or women competing against one another in a
friendly manner.

•

Medical Centre: A centre with a high-quality care for all athletes who have injured
themselves and need medical help from Physiotherapy, Sport Therapy and Bio
kinetics.

•

Restaurant: A restaurant that strives to provide their customers with fresh food, good
service and a warm and welcoming environment.

•

Conference facilities: A upmarket Conference room to make use of, for all your sport
related meetings and conferences.
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Usability of the FIT APP
What will make the FIT APP unique for the users at FIT Centres.
•

FIT Memberships: All FIT centres will be able to accepts memberships on monthly or longterm memberships. The difference with FIT Centre Memberships is that it members will be
able to sell the remainder of the membership on the FIT Platform.

•

FIT Day Visitors: The FIT APP will allow to sell ticket passes for other sport entertainment
that is provided at the FIT Centres for example Trampoline Parks and Ninja Park.

•

FIT Centre Management System: The FIT App Management System be will be provided at
no cost to FIT Centre’s and FIT Zones to manage all day to day tasks.

•

FIT Exchange: Token Holders can sell/exchange their tokens on the FIT App to buying
members.

•

FIT Private Trainer: The FIT App will make it possible for Private Trainers to advertise their
services to FIT Members of FIT Centres and FIT Zones.

Why Invest in FIT Token?
Decentralized System
FIT Token would be a completely decentralized platform and would be utilizing already existing
blockchain applications. All user data will be stored on the blockchain as a result the FIT token holder
won’t have to worry about the privacy of their digital assets.

Privacy
Keeping security and privacy in mind when building a multi usage platform is vital. It is the number
one requirement for FIT Tokens. For users, the first basic step is that FIT Tokens will only take data
that is absolutely necessary for the platform to work. Wallet addresses are already anonymous and
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FIT Tokens intends to keep it that way. We ensure that users have full control over both their data
and accounts privacy.

No Transaction Costs
Transactions that involve third parties such as Banks or exchanges can be both costlier and time
taking. FIT Tokens, on the other hand, is based on the distributed blockchain based technology that
requires users to keep the FIT Tokens client server running and connected to other nodes. This way, it
enables the users to contribute to the network and take participation in transaction authorization. In
simple words, each of the transaction no matter of value it has and where does it happen, is
authorized after a complete participation of every user connected to the network. This way overall
transaction cost is shared, and individually it costs the users almost nothing.

Security
Security has never been such a sensitive issue as it is now. To prevent hacks and data leaks there are a
number of steps FIT Platform users can take to minimize the odds for such situations to occur. FIT App
has the advantage of the public availability of the blockchain, which is secure and supplies us with
correct and stored data.

No Third-Party Seizure
Being a decentralized technology with multiple redundant copies of the transactions database, no one
can seize your FIT Tokens. Thus, neither a government nor some higher authority can freeze
someone’s wealth, which allows FIT Tokens holders a complete freedom to do anything they want
with their money.

No Taxes
Being a peer to peer payment system, FIT Tokens transactions doesn’t involve any third party to
intercept transactions of FIT Tokens s. Thus, there is no way someone could implement a taxation
system on FIT Tokens, which allows users to enjoy instantaneous transfer of their digital assets
without any fee.

High Speed
No matter what number of FIT Tokens is to be sent, within seconds a user can transfer his FIT Tokens
s from one end of the world to another.

Anonymity and Privacy
Unless a user publicizes his wallet addresses publicly, no one can trace transactions back to them. The
system doesn’t allow anyone other than the wallet owners to know how many FIT Tokens lies in the
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wallet. Even if the wallet address was publicized, a new wallet address could be easily generated. This
greatly increases privacy when compared to traditional currency systems, where third parties
potentially have access to personal financial data.

Minimal Risk
When compared with traditional currencies that depends on a centralized authority for issuance of
new notes or controlling their value, FIT Tokens is a decentralized currency with a minimal failing risk.
Due to its fixed quantity of total production, FIT Token’s value will never be affected by inflation or
complete collapse of the currency.

Portable
Carrying a significant amount of money is a cumbersome task that often involves risk of theft and loss,
because of which people prefer other currencies. Then there is the factor of paper money taking an
ample space as well. FIT Tokens, on the other hand, is designed in a way that it remains portable and
enable us to carry our digital assists worth of million dollars in a micro-SD card.

Mobile Apps
FIT App will be available for download on both the iOS App Store and Google Play Store. All features
available on the web platform are also within both mobile applications.
Both versions are compatible with push notifications so that you receive updates directly to your
phone in real time.

Acceptance or Usability of FIT Tokens
Unlike other Cryptocurrencies, FIT Tokens would be accepted at all those places where one can think
of having health physical activities. We are currently in negotiation with fitness centres, leading
restaurants, gymnasiums, clubs, healthy food chains, mega shopping malls and online shopping
centres.

Here is a brief list of the benefits you get with FIT Tokens:
•

Once the FIT Token is listed, you would have the facility to use FIT Tokens just like your VISA
card for purchasing anything related to fitness and that too without having to worry about
any additional charges from banks etc.

•

Besides, being a part of the FIT Platform, your digital assets could be used for all of the
transitions such as purchasing, selling etc.

•

FIT Tokens would be supported and accepted by fitness industry globally.
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•

We are endorsed in the Entertainment and fitness Industry and they will accept payments in
FIT Tokens as well.

•

FIT Tokens are accepted as membership fee for leading fitness centres all across the globe.

•

FIT Tokens would be acceptable as payment for in-app purchases on the leading app stores

Benefits you get by investing in FIT Tokens
•

All the token holders having purchased FIT Tokens at a very minimal price during the Crowd
Sale I.e. Pre-Sale and ICO would have a huge advantage once the FIT token is listed on major
exchange platforms. As soon as Fit Token is listed, its value is expected to increase various
folds thus putting the initial investors/token holders at a huge advantage.

•

Token Holders can place their FIT Tokens on the FIT Exchange App to be sold.
Fit Token holders would be able to place their tokens on the integrated Fit Exchange App, and
thus exchange their tokens to fiat money with seconds and that too at a minimal fee.

•

Buy back of FIT Tokens.

•

Pay memberships or place bookings on FIT App
The token holders would be able to place bookings on the FIT app or pay membership fee of
the leading fitness or sports centres using their FIT Tokens.

Monetization
All bookings and memberships will be done via the FIT App. Thus, allowing a demand for Token Sales
on the FIT App and Exchange Platform’s. The FIT token will be launched on the Exchange platforms
before opening any FIT Centres.

How to Contribute in the FIT Token Crowd Funding?
You can contribute and be a part of our ever growing community in various ways. Before launching
the complete version of the FIT Fitness Platform and the FIT Tokens, we would be launching two
phases of the Initial Coin Offering(ICO) for fundraising.
Here is a detailed description of how to start getting involved with the FIT Tokens.

1. INITIAL COIN OFFERING(ICO)
FIT Tokens would be launching its own ICO (Initial Coin Offering) on 24th November 2017. The ICO
period will continue until 24 January 2018 after which token sale will be locked. Locking the token sale
would ensure FIT Tokens may not be devalued due to inflation.
Our ICO is a fundraising campaign which is based on Ethereum Smart Contracts. To participate in our
ICO you must have crypto currency coins, which you will use to buy our tokens.
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Here is a brief overview of the ICO Parameters:

ICO Parameters
Total Token supply will be limited by 400, 000, 000 FIT
Amount to be raised
-

Minimal: 3500 ETH

-

Expected: 45 000 ETH

-

Maximal: 300 000 ETH

FIT Tokens - Token Sale in Pre ICO Sale
Our pre-ICO will begin on the 30th Oct 2017 and will run for about 4 weeks until the 23nd November
2017. In the Pre ICO sale, we would be selling about 10% of the total amount which makes
12, 500, 000 Tokens at $0.10 per FIT.

Funds Allocation During Pre ICO Sale
The allocated funds during the Pre-ICO would be used for marketing and development purposes. FIT
Coins would be spending a huge amount on marketing purposes and would be deploying a long term
marketing plan by planning multiple approaches of digital marketing such as banner ads, press
releases, signature campaigns and social media.

FIT Token’s Main ICO
In this phase, we would be planning to launch the main ICO for raising the funds and perform an
immediate exchange of FIT Tokens from your contribution. Total Token supply will be limited by
400, 000, 000 FIT i.e. 400 Million FIT.
➢ People who wish to use or donate to support new FIT Tokens will participate in the
crowdfund by sending FIT Tokens to the project’s address.
➢ At the end of the Main ICO, each participant would receive FIT Tokens corresponding to the
amount of ether or its value in US dollars they contributed. The more the number of FIT
Tokens that is raised during a crowdfund, the more valuable each token will be.
➢ After the crowdfund ends, the tokens will be tradable on various exchanges where its value
would be determined by supply and demand.
➢ Tokens would be later sold to provide funds for investing in the future growth of the project,
paying team members for their development efforts, and for further promoting the project as
mentioned in the Pre ICO.
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➢ We use the key concepts such as cap, floor, escrow, audit, bonuses, and incentives to protect
crowdfund participants from unscrupulous projects, and avoid the FIT Tokens from inflation.
Furthermore, application of these regulations would ensure that people trying to scam the Fit
Tokens token holders of their hard-earned FIT Tokens are remain unsuccessful and the token
holders are rewarded for showing an enthusiasm for the project. The value of hard cap is kept
as 100 Million FIT Tokens.

2. OTHER OPTIONS TO PARTICPATE IN FIT TOKENS
In case you have no spare money to invest or want to do more than just helping us financially there
are other ways to contribute.

SPREAD THE KNOWLEDGE
Post about us on your current social media accounts and tell people what we are doing. If you are a
reported or a journalist write a newspaper publication about us. We are always happy give an
interview and tell about our cause. Furthermore, you can be our team ambassador in your area and
help us market this social cause intended to reward everyone. You can also help us by being our early
user and convincing your inner (friends and families) and outer circles (far relatives) to join our
network.

Join Our Team
There are always work you can do. If you are interested in helping us, write to us, and tell what you
can do and how you can help us. For the work you do. we will pay you with our tokens and in the
future, you may find a permanent employment in our organization.

Distribution of Tokens
1. 200 000 000 FIT or 50% of the total amount will be sold to participants of the crowdsale. This
includes tokens available during both pre-sale and main sale.
2. 75 000 000 FIT or 20% of the total amount will be issued to develop the Platform and
incentivize key stakeholders, promote the Platform and reward early adapters. Subject to lock
down periods.
3. 75000 000 FIT or 20% of the total amount will be used Marketing, Advisors and Owners.
4. 50 000 000 FIT or 10% to be allocated for Rewards for platform users.
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Distribution of Tokens
Reward System Users 10%

Marketing, Owners, Advisers 20%
Crowdsale
50%

Incentives & Development
20%

Crowdsale

Incentives & Development

Marketing, Owners, Advisers

Reward System Users

Token Sale Structure
Wallet for contributions: BTC, ETH, DASH, ZCASH, WAVES
Pre-Sale: 10% = 12 500 000 token pre-sale at $0.10

EARLY PUBLIC SALE CAPITILIZATION:
Stage 1: 25 000000 FIT Tokens @ $0.20 per token (0.00075 ETH)
Stage 2: 25 000000 FIT Tokens @ $0.25 per token (0.00095 ETH)
Stage 3: 25 000 000 FIT Tokens @ $0.30 per token (0.0011 ETH)
Stage 4: 25 000 000 FIT Tokens @ $0.35 per token (0.0013 ETH)
Stage 5: 42 500 000 FIT Tokens @ $0.40 per token (0.0015 ETH)
Stage 6: 42 500 000 FIT Tokens @ $0.50 per token (0.0019 ETH)

Bounty: A bounty will be launched for referring and selling of the FIT Tokens. 20% will be added to
bounty participation.

Minimum of FIT token to purchase in the Pre-sale: 3000 FIT
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Bonuses

Pre-sale bonuses
Bonus

Main Token sale bonuses

Amount in ETH

Bonus

Period

15%

5 – 10

Stage 1

10%

20%

11 – 20

Stage 2

8%

25%

21 – 40

Stage 3

7%

30%

41 – 50

Stage 4

6%

35%

51 – 60

Stage 5

3%

40%

61 – 80

Stage 6

0%

Token Dividends
All Early adopters who purchased tokens will receive 20% bonus of any number of tokens that was
purchased personally, and will be send to their FIT Platform when it becomes functional.
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Road Map
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Distribution of Funds
We are aiming to make FIT Tokens as the leading Cryptocurrency and have devised a proper plan that
would give our dream a practical implementation. In order to do so, we would be distributing the
funds raised through ICO for various purposes discussed below in detail.
-

Marketing and Business development

-

Pilot Project

-

Project Development

-

Procuring of property and facility

-

Operational Expenses

Team Members
Robert Maxwell – Co Founder and CEO
Carin Maxwell – Co Founder
Victor Huyzer – Fitness Instructor and Marketing
Charel Louw – Senior Web Developer
Gustav Goosen – Senior Developer
Stefan Muller – Junior Developer
Robin – Senior Marketing & PR

Conclusion
In ancient Greece, Fitness was regarded as a concept shaped by two cultural codes: rationalization
and asceticism; authenticity and hedonism, respectively. Gymnastic excellence was regarded as a
noble and godly pursuit, and was included in a complete education. The FIT Token concept is to
create Sport and Entertainment Centre across the globe and to include it in the Blockchain
community. It will be used to promote the international sport industry. FIT will be a decentralized and
revolutionary App for the Fitness & Sport Centres enthusiast out there. We strongly believe that the
blockchain technology has a huge potential to help accelerate the Fitness and Sport Industry. Thus,
being the reason to use the token crowdsale mechanism to pre-sell our product and finance
development as opposed to traditional venture capital. For this purpose, we aim to launch our
crowdsale that would consist of Pre-Sale and ICO phase. We are aiming to make FIT Tokens as the
leading Cryptocurrency and have devised a proper plan that would give our dream a practical
implementation.
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